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Supporting Beneficiaries with a Job Loss 
during the COVID-19 Pandemic 

January 2021 

Introduction 

The Virginia Commonwealth University National Training and Data Center (VCU NTDC) has 
prepared a packet of information for Community Work Incentives Coordinators (CWICs) and 
Community Partner Work Incentives Coordinators (CPWICs) to use when they serve individuals 
who experience a reduction in pay or job loss due to layoff and business closing during the 
COVID-19 pandemic.  This packet covers such topics as unemployment insurance, changes in 
healthcare (including loss of employer insurance), and the process to request a return to pay 
status for both Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and Title II Disability Benefits. 

This packet contains information on policies and regulations in effect as of the date of this 
paper.  Where possible, we included information based on recently passed laws to deal with 
the COVID-19 pandemic.  We hope that this allows you to find this important information more 
efficiently. 

VCU staff will continue to monitor changes to current federal law and provide that information 
as soon as it is available.  We encourage agencies that employ CWICs and CPWICs to develop 
procedures to keep track of changes at the state and local levels as well.  We want to support 
you as much as we can.  Please reach out to your VCU Technical Assistance (TA) Liaisons with 
questions.  Thank you for your hard work and patience during these rapidly changing times.  
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Requesting Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and 
Reinstatement of Title II Disability Benefits  

Requesting Return to SSI Pay Status 

An SSI beneficiary should call the local Social Security office or the Social Security national toll-
free number to report the loss of a job.  You can find the phone number for a local office by 
using Social Security’s Field Office Locator and looking under “Additional Office Information.”  
Be aware that wait times are longer than usual when calling Social Security. 

References: 

Reporting Wages for Supplemental Security Income (SSI) 
(https://www.ssa.gov/benefits/ssi/wage-reporting.html) 

Social Security COVID-19 website, How will SSA help me by phone? 
(https://www.ssa.gov/coronavirus/#howwillssahelpmebyphone)  

Field Office Locator (https://secure.ssa.gov/ICON/main.jsp)  

https://secure.ssa.gov/ICON/main.jsp
https://www.ssa.gov/benefits/ssi/wage-reporting.html
https://www.ssa.gov/coronavirus/#howwillssahelpmebyphone
https://secure.ssa.gov/ICON/main.jsp
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SSI Transitional Computation Cycle (TCC) for SSI  

There are certain circumstances in which Social Security does not apply the normal 
Retrospective Monthly Accounting (RMA) because it is not possible to use two months prior to 
the computation month as the budget month.  These instances include: 

• The first and second months of eligibility for payment of SSI benefits in an initial claim; 

• The first and second months of eligibility following a period of ineligibility (12-month 
suspension period); and 

• When a formerly ineligible spouse becomes eligible. 

In these instances, Social Security uses the “transitional computation cycle” or TCC to 
determine which month to use as the budget month.  The transitional computation cycle uses 
the first month that the individual establishes initial eligibility or becomes re-entitled after a 
period of suspension as the budget month for that initial month, and for the following two 
months. 

• The first month in each TCC, the budget month is the same as the computation month. 

• The second month in each TCC, the budget month is the month before the computation 
month. 

• The third month (and the following months), the budget month is 2 months prior to the 
computation month, which is the usual RMA computation. 

Example:  Sharon has been working at a restaurant for the last six months as an Assistant 
Manager, and was earning enough that she was not due an SSI payment.  Her employer laid her 
off on March 31.  Sharon is eligible for SSI again for the month of April.  Because of the TCC 
provision, Social Security will calculate Sharon’s SSI for April, May and June using April’s income.  
Sharon’s payment in July will use May’s income.  From that point on, Social Security will base 
Sharon’s SSI payments on the usual RMA cycle assuming she remains eligible for an SSI 
payment. 

References: 

POMS SI 02005.005 Transitional Computation Cycle (TCC) 
(https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0502005005) 

VCU Briefing Paper:  Retrospective monthly Accounting Cycle (https://vcu-
ntdc.org/resources/WIPA_OtherResources/RetroMonthlyAccounting2020.pdf)  

  

https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0502005005
https://vcu-ntdc.org/resources/WIPA_OtherResources/RetroMonthlyAccounting2020.pdf
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SSI Immediate Payments 

Social Security established immediate payments in 1985 to make expedited payments to 
beneficiaries in dire need of funds faster than the five- to seven-day period required for 
delivering Treasury-prepared payments. 

In order for Social Security to consider making an SSI immediate payment there must be a 
delayed payment of an initial claim, delayed or interrupted payments, or non-receipt of an 
issued payment.  To receive an immediate payment, the beneficiary must also have an 
immediate financial need for payment (i.e., a need for food, shelter, medical treatment, etc.) 
that the person cannot reasonably meet through other resources available in the community.  

During the coronavirus pandemic, beneficiaries cannot go to a Social Security field office to 
request an immediate payment because field offices are closed to the public.  Social Security 
has explained on their COVID-19 website that employees at field offices can help with SSI 
immediate payments.  If you believe a beneficiary may meet the immediate payment criteria, 
direct the beneficiary to call their local field office. 

References: 

POMS SI 02004.001 Emergency Advance Payments and Immediate Payments 
(https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0502004001) 

POMS RS 02801.010 Immediate Payment (IP) Criteria and Process 
(https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0302801010) 

Social Security COVID-19 website, How will SSA help me by phone? 
(https://www.ssa.gov/coronavirus/#howwillssahelpmebyphone) 

  

https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0502004001
https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0302801010
https://www.ssa.gov/coronavirus/#howwillssahelpmebyphone
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Requesting Return to Title II Disability Benefit Pay Status during the Extended Period 
of Eligibility (EPE) 

When a Title II disability beneficiary in the 36-month EPE stops performing Substantial Gainful 
Activity (SGA), during the COVID-19 pandemic he or she should call the local Social Security 
office or the Social Security national toll-free number to report the change.  You can find the 
phone number for a local office by using Social Security’s Field Office Locator and looking under 
“Additional Office Information.”  Be aware that wait times are longer than usual when calling 
Social Security.   

Once the beneficiary reports the change, Social Security will initiate a work continuing disability 
review (CDR) and send the beneficiary Form SSA-821 or Form SSA-820 if self-employed, or call 
the beneficiary to gather necessary information.  The beneficiary must complete and return the 
form, providing information about their reduced wages or end of employment.  Social Security 
will complete the work CDR, and if they find the beneficiary is no longer performing SGA, they 
will restart the Title II disability benefits as long as the beneficiary has not medically improved. 

References: 

Field Office Locator (https://secure.ssa.gov/ICON/main.jsp) 

Form SSA-16-INST Reporting Responsibilities For Disability Insurance Beneficiaries 
(https://www.ssa.gov/forms/ssa-16-inst.pdf) 

  

https://secure.ssa.gov/ICON/main.jsp
https://secure.ssa.gov/ICON/main.jsp
https://www.ssa.gov/forms/ssa-16-inst.pdf
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Title II Critical and Immediate Payments 

Social Security's goal is to pay all benefits due on time.  Social Security usually meets this goal 
through routine processing.  However, when a beneficiary is adversely affected because they 
did not receive their payment timely, and the beneficiary’s case is considered “critical” there 
are two methods of replacing payments which have not been received by an individual: 

1. The critical payment – a check is issued by the Treasury Department and received by the 
individual in five to seven days. 

2. The immediate payment (IP) – a check is issued immediately in the field office because 
of a dire need situation (see RS 02801.010). 

To receive a critical or immediate payment, Social Security must have evidence that the 
beneficiary is entitled, a payment is due, and a critical case exists.  A critical case exists when a 
beneficiary is due a payment that he or she did not receive and an urgent need exists and/or 
there is a public relations problem, or the case is identified as a terminal illness (TERI) case (DI 
11005.601).  An example of a critical case is a case that has been suspended and evidence has 
been submitted showing the suspension no longer applies. 

To receive an immediate payment the beneficiary must also have an immediate financial need 
for payment (i.e., a need for food, shelter, medical treatment, etc.) that cannot reasonably be 
met through other resources available in the community.  Immediate payments are the lesser 
of $999.00 or the amount due the beneficiary. 

Social Security has explained on their COVID-19 website that employees at field offices can help 
with benefits that have been suspended and can now be reinstated.  If you believe a beneficiary 
may meet the critical or immediate payment criteria, direct the beneficiary to call their local 
field office. 

References: 

POMS RS 02801.001 Critical Case Criteria and Exclusions 
(https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0302801001) 

POMS RS 02801.010 Immediate Payment (IP) Criteria and Process 
(https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0302801010)  

Social Security COVID-19 website, How will SSA help me by phone? 
(https://www.ssa.gov/coronavirus/#howwillssahelpmebyphone) 

  

https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0302801010
https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0411005601
https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0411005601
https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0302801001
https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0302801010
https://www.ssa.gov/coronavirus/#howwillssahelpmebyphone
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Expedited Reinstatement (EXR) Basics 

EXR is available to former Social Security disability beneficiaries including those who received 
Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI), Childhood Disability Benefits (CDB), or Disabled 
Widow(er)’s Benefits (DWB).  It is also available to people who received SSI payments based on 
disability or blindness.  For a beneficiary to reinstate eligibility for benefits under EXR, the 
applicant must meet the following criteria: 

• Social Security must have terminated the individual’s prior entitlement due to work 
activity, NOT medical recovery or any other reason.  For Title II disability beneficiaries, 
this means Social Security determined the individual engaged in Substantial Gainful 
Activity (SGA) after the 36-month EPE.  For SSI recipients, it means that earned income 
exceeded the 1619(b) charted or individualized threshold for at least 12 consecutive 
months.  Remember, if the SSI beneficiary is still within the 12-month suspension 
period, he or she does not need to reapply or request EXR. 

• The individual must be unable to perform SGA due to the same disability (or a related 
disability) that entitled them to payments previously. 

• The individual must request the benefits within 60 months of when Social Security 
terminated the prior benefit, unless Social Security can substantiate good cause.  
Otherwise, the only option available is a new application. 

The EXR provision allows an individual to receive up to six months of provisional (temporary) 
cash benefits while Social Security conducts a medical review to determine whether the agency 
can reinstate the individual to benefits.  The individual may also be eligible for Medicare or 
Medicaid coverage during the provisional benefit period.  Social Security will pay provisional 
benefits and reinstate Medicare (if needed), beginning with the month the individual files the 
request for reinstatement if: 

• The individual is not able to work at the SGA level due to his or her medical condition; 
and 

• The individual is not working at an SGA level at the time of the request for EXR.  

References: 

Understanding Expedited Reinstatement (EXR) (https://vcu-
ntdc.org/resources/viewContent.cfm?contentID=13) 

  

https://vcu-ntdc.org/resources/viewContent.cfm?contentID=13
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Title II Paperwork for Requesting Expedited Reinstatement  

If you are working with someone who appears to meet the criteria for Expedited Reinstatement 
(EXR), advise the former beneficiary to contact the local Social Security office by phone and 
make an appointment to request EXR.  A claims representative will talk with the individual 
about the option to apply for Title II disability or SSI using EXR or the initial application process.  
If the individual decides EXR is the best option, the claims representative will need to obtain a 
completed EXR package from the individual before provisional payments can begin.  SSA has 
developed an EXR emergency signature that allows the Social Security employee to obtain a 
verbal signature over the phone.  Since Title II EXR claims are more common than SSI, we will 
provide the Title II disability EXR information below: 

The EXR package for Title II will include the following forms: 

• SSA-371, Request for Reinstatement for Title II – a signed statement requesting EXR 

• SSA-454-BK, Report of Continuing Disability Interview – information about medical 
condition(s) 

• SSA-827, Authorization for Source to Release Information to the Social Security 
Administration  

• SSA-820/ 821, Work Activity Report 

• SSA-795, Statement of Claimant, indicating the individual’s election choice (if applicable) 
regarding Medicare Part B 

You should not provide these forms to the individual.  Instead, the Social Security claims 
representative assisting with the EXR request will determine which forms are appropriate and 
provide the package to the individual. 

References:   

POMS DI 13050.045 Expedited Reinstatement Interview – Title II (B.2.) 
(https://secure.ssa.gov/poms.nsf/lnx/0413050045) 

  

https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms/images/SSA3/G-SSA-371-1.pdf
https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0413005040
https://www.ssa.gov/forms/ssa-827.pdf
https://www.ssa.gov/forms/ssa-820.pdf
https://www.ssa.gov/forms/ssa-821.pdf
https://www.ssa.gov/forms/ssa-795.pdf
https://secure.ssa.gov/poms.nsf/lnx/0413050045
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When Expedited Reinstatement (EXR) Provisional Payments Begin and End 

When individuals apply for EXR, they may receive up to six months of provisional payments 
while the state’s Disability Determination Service (DDS) reviews the applicant’s medical records.  
If the DDS determines that the individual has medically improved and denies reinstatement, 
Social Security normally does not reclaim provisional payments, meaning the individual does 
not normally incur an overpayment.  There are some exceptions to this general rule, which 
Social Security describes in the DI 13050.080 – Overpayments.  The individual may also be 
eligible for Medicare or Medicaid coverage during the provisional benefit period. 

Provisional benefits for Title II are payable beginning with the month the claimant completes 
and submits the signed EXR request per DI 13050.045 B.2, assuming benefits have not already 
been paid for that month.  If the claimant performed Substantial Gainful Activity (SGA) in the 
month of filing, provisional benefits are payable with the month after the month of filing.  For 
example, an individual contacts Social Security and requests EXR on April 24, 2020 but does not 
return the signed request forms until June 3, 2020.  He did not perform SGA in June.  
Provisional benefits will effective June 2020, the month he completed his EXR request.  

The claimant may not receive more than 6 months of provisional benefits.  Payment of 
provisional benefits ends with the earliest of the month: 

• Social Security makes a determination and issues the notice regarding the claimant’s 
completed EXR request; 

• The claimant works and performs SGA; 

• Before the claimant attains full retirement age; or 

• Before the claimant’s death. 

NOTE: These months are the last month the provisional payment is payable. Therefore, if a 
claimant begins SGA in April 2020, April 2020 is the last possible month of provisional benefits. 
Provisional benefits do not resume if the claimant stops performing SGA. 

References: 

POMS DI 13050.080 Overpayments (https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0413050080) 

POMS DI 13050.025 Provisional Benefits for Title II Claimant 
(https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0413050025) 

POMS DI 13050.045 Expedited Reinstatement Interview – Title II (B.2.) 
(https://secure.ssa.gov/poms.nsf/lnx/0413050045)  

https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0413050080
https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0413050045
https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0413050080
https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0413050025
https://secure.ssa.gov/poms.nsf/lnx/0413050045
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Medicare Job Loss Considerations 

Medicare Part A and B Financial Assistance 

As a CWIC or CPWIC, you need to identify whether a person will maintain, obtain, or lose 
financial assistance with their Medicare Part A and B out-of-pocket expenses due to changes in 
employment.  You can find the current out-of-pocket costs for Medicare 
(https://www.medicare.gov/your-medicare-costs/costs-at-a-glance/costs-at-glance.html) at the 
Medicare website. 

Five potential financial-need based programs that can help a beneficiary with some of these 
Part A and B expenses.  When an individual loses a job and has less income, these programs can 
provide crucial assistance.  CWICs and CPWICs should familiarize themselves with the 
application procedures in their state.  Below is a list of the programs, the first three are 
Medicare Savings Programs (MSP). 

• Qualified Medicare Beneficiary (QMB) (100% Federal Poverty Level (FPL) income limit):  
pays Part B premium, as well as the Part A and B deductibles and coinsurance. 

• Specified Low Income Medicare Beneficiary (SLMB) (120% FPL income limit):  pays Part B 
premium only. 

• Qualified Individual (QI) (135% FPL income limit):  pays Part B premium only for those 
not Medicaid eligible. 

• Medicaid as secondary insurance: pays Part A and B deductibles and coinsurance. 

• Medicaid and Part B premium:  Some State Medicaid agencies pay the Part B premium 
for those over income for QMB and SLMB and who fall into specific categories defined 
by the state (you must research in your state which Medicaid groups, if any, can get this 
help). 

Some states use a higher percentage of the FPL for their MSPs.  The state must use the SSI 
methodology (income exclusions) to determine countable income for MSPs, but can use less 
restrictive rules.  Most state MSPs have a resource limit.  The federal standard for the resource 
limit is $7,860 or $11,800 for a couple.  Some states have a higher resource limit or no resource 
limit.  It is important to check for your state differences. 

References: 

Medicare and Work Reference Guide (https://vcu-
ntdc.org/resources/viewContent.cfm?contentID=162)  

https://www.medicare.gov/your-medicare-costs/costs-at-a-glance/costs-at-glance.html
https://vcu-ntdc.org/resources/viewContent.cfm?contentID=162
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Medicare Part D Financial Assistance 

The formal name for this financial assistance program is Low Income Subsidy (LIS), but it is also 
called “Extra Help.”  LIS is not a state program, which is often a point of confusion.  LIS is a 
program administered by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS).  The LIS 
program provides two levels of help:  Full Low Income Subsidy and Partial Low Income Subsidy.  
When an individual loses a job and has less income, these programs can provide crucial 
assistance.  CWICs and CPWICs should help beneficiaries identify changes in LIS due to a job 
loss. 

Full Low Income Subsidy 

Full LIS helps pay the monthly premium.  Individuals pay small co-payments, if any.   To be 
eligible for the Full LIS, an individual must: 

• Be entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A or entitled to Medicare Part B or both; 

• Reside in one of the 50 states or the District of Columbia; and 

• Be deemed eligible (the following groups are deemed Full LIS eligible:  Medicaid 
recipients, SSI beneficiaries, QMBs, SLMBs, or QIs); OR 

• Have countable income at or below 135 percent of the FPL and resources at or below 
$7,970 for single or $11,960 for couples in 2021. 

Deemed Eligible:  Those whom CMS deems eligible do not have to apply for Full LIS; instead, 
CMS automatically enrolls them.  CMS deems a person eligible for Full LIS based on monthly 
data from state Medicaid agencies and Social Security’s records of SSI participation.  CMS then 
automatically enrolls deemed eligible beneficiaries who have not yet enrolled with a 
Prescription Drug Plan (PDP) or Medicare Advantage-PDP.  For an individual deemed eligible 
between January 1 and June 30 of a calendar year, CMS deems the individual eligible for Full LIS 
for the entire the calendar year, regardless of changes in his or her situation.  For an individual 
deemed eligible between July 1 and December 31 of a calendar year, CMS deems the individual 
eligible for the remainder of the calendar year and the following calendar year. 

Application Eligible:  Those whom CMS deems not eligible, but instead who have income and 
resources below the limits noted above, have to apply for the LIS program.  While CMS is 
administering the LIS program, it does not have the infrastructure to accept and process 
applications; it does not have field offices in towns across the country where beneficiaries can 
go and apply.  As a result, CMS established an agreement with Social Security to accept and 
process LIS applications for those who are not deemed eligible.  That means an individual who 
does not fall into one of the deemed eligible categories will need to apply for LIS at Social 
Security.  Individuals may apply for the LIS program in three ways: 

1. Submitting an online application on Social Security’s website; 
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2. Calling 1-800-772-1213 to apply over the phone; or 

3. Submitting an application in person at a local Social Security office. 

In determining eligibility for the non-deemed group, Social Security will use the SSI income and 
resource methodology, with some modifications. 

Partial Low Income Subsidy 

Partial LIS provides slightly less support than Full LIS.  With Partial LIS, the beneficiary either has 
no premium or will have a premium based on a sliding fee scale.  Those eligible for Partial LIS 
have an $89 annual deductible (2020 rate) and pay lower co-insurance or co-payments over the 
course of the year. 

To be eligible for the Partial LIS, an individual must: 

• Be entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A  or entitled to Medicare Part B  or both; 

• Reside in one of the 50 states or the District of Columbia; and 

• Have countable income at or below 150 percent of the FPL and resources at or below 
$13,290 for single or $26,520 for married in 2021. 

As with the application eligible Full LIS beneficiaries, Partial LIS beneficiaries must apply for LIS 
through Social Security.  The same countable income and resource methodologies explained 
under Full LIS also apply under Partial LIS. 

References: 

CWIC and Community Partner Work Incentive Counselor Training Manual, Module 4, Unit 2 
(https://vcu-ntdc.org/resources/ntcmanual.cfm)  

  

https://vcu-ntdc.org/resources/ntcmanual.cfm
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Loss of Employer-Sponsored Health Coverage and Medicare Special Enrollment 
Periods 

When offered employer-sponsored health coverage, some Medicare beneficiaries opt to accept 
the employer-sponsored coverage and drop their Medicare Part B and/or Part D coverage.  
When the beneficiary loses this employer-sponsored coverage, they are usually entitled to a 
Special Enrollment Period (SEP) to join those parts of Medicare.  There are important 
differences between the SEPs for Part B and Part D. 

Medicare Part B Special Enrollment Period 

To be eligible for this Special Enrollment Period, the beneficiary must be enrolled in a group 
health plan (GHP) or large group health plan (LGHP) based on employment (the individual’s 
employment or the employment of a spouse).  The beneficiary can sign up for Part A and/or 
Part B:  

• Anytime he is still covered by the group health plan.  

• During the 8-month period that begins the month after the employment ends or the 
coverage ends, whichever happens first.  

When you enroll in Medicare Part B while you are still in the group health plan, or during the 
first full month when you are no longer in the plan, your coverage begins in one of the 
following:  

• On the first day of the month you enroll.  

• By your choice, on the first day of any of the following three months.  

If you enroll during any of the remaining seven months of the special enrollment period, your 
Medicare Part B coverage begins on the first day of the following month.  In most cases, 
individuals who enroll in Medicare during an SEP do not have to pay a premium surcharge. 

To apply for Medicare Part B under this Special Enrollment Period, the beneficiary can submit 
two forms:  Form CMS-40B (Application for Medicare Part B (Medical Insurance)) and Form 
CMS-L564 (Request for Employment Information).  Beneficiaries can find these forms at 
Medicare.gov by clicking on the tab “Forms, Help, & Resources” and selecting “Medicare 
Forms.”  This tab is located on the top of the screen at the far right. (Medicare.gov/forms-help-
and-resources/forms/medicare-forms.html).  Beneficiaries should fill out Section A of CMS-
L564, send the form to their employer, ask their employer to fill out Section B, and submit the 
completed form with Application for Enrollment in Medicare (CMS-40B) to the local Social 
Security office.  If the employer does not complete its part of CMS-L564, Social Security can 
accept other evidence. 
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Medicare Part D Special Enrollment Period 

A beneficiary who leaves prescription drug coverage from an employer or union may enroll in a 
Medicare Part D plan through a special enrollment period that ends two full months after the 
last month of coverage.   In addition, a beneficiary who involuntarily loses prescription drug 
coverage that is creditable or has coverage that changes and is no longer “creditable” may 
enroll in a Medicare Part D Plan through a special enrollment period that ends two full months 
after the last month of creditable coverage or notification of the loss of creditable coverage, 
whichever is later.  Creditable coverage means that the coverage is expected to pay on average 
as much as the standard Medicare prescription drug coverage. 

To choose and enroll in Medicare Part D, a beneficiary can use the Medicare Plan Finder tool at 
www.medicare.gov or call 1-800-MEDICARE.   In addition, the beneficiary can enroll directly 
with a Medicare Prescription Drug Plan by phone, submission of a paper enrollment form, or 
through the Plan’s website.   The Plan usually determines eligibility for Special Enrollment 
Periods. 

References: 

CMS Medicare.gov – Part A and B Special Circumstances (Special Enrollment Periods) 
(https://www.medicare.gov/sign-up-change-plans/how-do-i-get-parts-a-b/part-a-part-b-sign-
up-periods) 

POMS HI 00805.277 Processing SEP Enrollments 
(https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0600805277)  

CMS Medicare.gov – Part D Special Circumstances (Special Enrollment Periods) 
(https://www.medicare.gov/sign-up-change-plans/when-can-i-join-a-health-or-drug-
plan/special-circumstances-special-enrollment-periods) 

Medicare Prescription Drug Manual, Chapter 3 (https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Eligibility-and-
Enrollment/MedicarePresDrugEligEnrol/Downloads/CY_2018_PDP_Enrollment_and_Disenrollm
ent_Guidance_6-15-17.pdf) 

  

http://www.medicare.gov/
http://www.medicare.gov/
http://www.medicare.gov/
https://www.medicare.gov/sign-up-change-plans/how-do-i-get-parts-a-b/part-a-part-b-sign-up-periods
https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0600805277
https://www.medicare.gov/sign-up-change-plans/when-can-i-join-a-health-or-drug-plan/special-circumstances-special-enrollment-periods
https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Eligibility-and-Enrollment/MedicarePresDrugEligEnrol/Downloads/CY_2018_PDP_Enrollment_and_Disenrollment_Guidance_6-15-17.pdf
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Unemployment Insurance 

Unemployment Insurance and Its Effect on Social Security Cash Benefits and 
Medicaid 

Unemployment Insurance is a joint state-federal program that provides cash benefits to eligible 
workers, which usually include those laid off from a job through no fault of their own.  Each 
state sets their own guidelines for eligibility and the benefit amount.  In response to the COVID-
19 (Coronavirus) outbreak, the federal government is allowing new options for states to amend 
their laws to provide unemployment insurance benefits. 

Title II Disability Benefits 

Title II disability beneficiaries will experience no effect on their cash benefit eligibility or 
payment amount as a result of receiving UI benefits since Title II disability benefits are not 
means-tested. 

Supplemental Security Income (SSI) 

Individuals are not eligible for SSI benefits if they do not apply for all other benefits for which 
they may be eligible.  If Social Security advises an SSI recipient on a written, dated notice, of 
potential eligibility for another benefit like UI benefits, the recipient must take all appropriate 
steps to file for and, if eligible, obtain the other benefit within 30 days of receipt of the notice. 

POMS SI 00830.230 states UI benefits are unearned income.  As a result, Social Security may 
reduce the SSI cash benefit by the amount of UI benefits, including the additional $300 of 
weekly Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation (FPUC) available under the CARES Act 
of 2020 that the beneficiary receives minus the $20 general income exclusion. 

Medicaid 

Section 6008 of the Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA) provides a temporary 6.2 
percentage point increase to each qualifying state and territory’s Federal Medical Assistance 
Percentage (FMAP) under section 1905(b) of the Social Security Act (the Act) effective 
beginning January 1, 2020 and extending through the last day of the calendar quarter in which 
the public health emergency declared by the Secretary of Health and Human Services for 
COVID-19, including any extensions, terminates. 

If the beneficiary’s state opted for the increased FMAP under Section 6008, the state cannot 
terminate individuals from Medicaid if such individuals were enrolled in the program as of the 
date of the beginning of the emergency period, or becomes enrolled during the emergency 
period, unless the individual voluntarily terminates eligibility or is no longer a resident of the 
state.  You will need to conduct research in your state to determine if this rule applies.  

https://secure.ssa.gov/poms.nsf/lnx/0500830230
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References: 

20 CFR 416.210 You do not apply for other benefits  
(https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-
idx?SID=e556e98b1e8c4b710fd99dddead21572&mc=true&node=se20.2.416_1210&rgn=div8)  

Department of Labor, CareerOneStop COVID-19 
(https://www.careeronestop.org/coronavirus.aspx)  

POMS SI 00830.230 Unemployment Insurance Benefits 
(https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0500830230)  

Families First Coronavirus Response Act (https://www.congress.gov/116/bills/hr6201/BILLS-
116hr6201enr.pdf) 

  

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=e556e98b1e8c4b710fd99dddead21572&mc=true&node=se20.2.416_1210&rgn=div8
https://www.careeronestop.org/coronavirus.aspx
https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0500830230
https://www.congress.gov/116/bills/hr6201/BILLS-116hr6201enr.pdf
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Denial of State Unemployment Insurance Benefits based on Ability to Work  

Under certain circumstances, individuals may be eligible for concurrent cash benefit payments 
due to differences in Social Security disability and Unemployment Insurance (UI) eligibility 
requirements.  Specifically, Social Security’s definition of a disability involves work that does not 
rise to the level of SGA.  In contrast, the Department of Labor allows states’ determination of 
“able and available for work” eligibility criteria for UI benefits to include work that does not rise 
to the level of SGA.  Therefore, some individuals may have a disability under federal law but still 
be eligible for UI under state law because they are able and available for work that does not rise 
to the level of SGA. 

In some cases, Social Security disability beneficiaries face obstacles when applying for UI 
benefits.  UI personnel may state that the beneficiary’s eligibility for Social Security disability 
benefits proves that they are not “able and available” for work.  When applying, the beneficiary 
should focus on the fact that they have been working to establish the “able and available for 
work” requirement.  Their work history shows the required quarters in the base period to prove 
this. 

If the state denies UI benefits on the basis that the beneficiary is not “able to work” because of 
disability, the claimant should file an appeal.  In many states, the claimant can engage a 
separate appellate board or appeals commission if the first level appeal is not favorable. 

Each state sets their own guidelines for eligibility and the benefit amount.  In response to the 
COVID-19 (Coronavirus) outbreak, the federal government is allowing new options for states to 
amend their laws to provide unemployment insurance benefits.  Review your state’s UI policy 
on “able and available for work” requirement and any changes. 

References: 

Department of Labor, CareerOneStop COVID-19 
(https://www.careeronestop.org/coronavirus.aspx)  

https://www.careeronestop.org/coronavirus.aspx
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